To later generations, much of the moral philosophy of the twentieth century will look like a struggle to escape from utilitarianism. We seem to succeed in disproving one utilitarian doctrine, only to find ourselves caught in the grip of another.
The difference between these two interpretations of neutral value is naturally associated with two other differences. First, the two views will normally involve a different priority-ordering between subjective or relative and objective or neutral values. According to Objective Realism, subjective values are derived from objective ones: an individual comes to value something by perceiving that it has (objective) value. Our relation to values, on this account, is epistemological, a relation of discovery or perception. According to Intersubjectivism, objective values are derived or -better -constructed from subjective ones. Our individual, subjective interests become intersubjective values when, because of the attitude we take towards one another, we come to share each other's ends. On an Intersubjectivist interpretation, neutral reasons are shared, but they are always initially subjective or agent-relative reasons. So on this view, everything that is good or bad is so because it is good or bad for someone. This makes it natural for an Intersubjectivist to deny that values can be added across the boundaries between people. My happiness is good for me and yours is good for you, but the sum of these two values is not good for anyone, and so the Intersubjectivist will deny that the sum, as such, is a value.
xiv But an Objective Realist, who thinks that the value is in the object rather than in its relation to the subject, may think that we can add. Two people's happinesses, both good in themselves, will be better than one. Since consequentialism depends upon the possibility that values may be added, an Objective realist about value may be a consequentialist, while an Intersubjectivist will not. xv This leaves us with some important questions. We shall want to know how Intersubjectivism could be true, and what there is to choose between it and Objective Realism. These are questions to which I will return in due course. More immediately, I want to raise a question about Nagel. Which kind of agent-neutral values did he intend to defend? This turns out to be a little difficult to establish. In a "Postscript" he later attached to The Possibility of Altruism, Nagel says:
This book defends the claim that only objective reasons are acceptable, and that subjective reasons are legitimate only if they can be derived from objective ones. I now think that the argument actually establishes a different conclusion: That there are objective reasons corresponding to all subjective ones. It remains possible that the original subjective reasons from which the others are generated retain some independent force and are not completely subsumed under them. (PA vii; my emphases)
The first part of this is misleading, since nothing in The Possibility of Altruism really requires that subjective reasons be "derived from" objective ones. What the argument establishes (if it works) is that if you are to act in harmony with a conception of yourself as one person among others who are equally real, then you must regard your own and others' subjective reasons and values as being objective as well. This is consistent with the view that the objective values are constructed from -or as Nagel himself says here "generated from" -the subjective ones, and so consistent with an Intersubjectivist interpretation.
In The View from Nowhere, Nagel says his project is to bring the method of objectivity to bear on the will. (VFN 4, 138) You are first to see to what extent your motives are really reasons, with normative force for you, by seeing to what extent they may be confirmed or corrected when you view yourself more objectively, as simply a person, one person among others. You are then to see whether these agent-relative reasons can support a still more objective normative force, by considering whether from this point of view they could to taken to have normative force for everyone. This could describe a practical project: the project would be to bring our subjective motives into the impersonal point of view, conferring objective normative force or value upon them as far as that can consistently be done. The result would be Intersubjectivism, and sometimes Nagel sounds as if this is what he has in mind. But at other times he seems to think of it as an epistemological project, one of discovering whether what seems to us, subjectively, to be reasons are objectively real. He suggests that we should take reasons to be objectively real if (or to the extent that) the best account of why it seems to us that there are reasons and values is that they are really there. The reasons are real, they are not just appearances. To be sure, they will be attributed only to a being that has, in addition to desires, a general capacity to develop an objective view of what it should do.
Thus, if cockroaches cannot think about what they should do, there is nothing they should do. (VFN 150) This, however, is in tension with the claims Nagel makes when he is arguing for the existence of neutral values. For instance:
The pain can be detached in thought from the fact that it is mine without losing any of its dreadfulness. It has, so to speak, a life of its own. That is why it is natural to ascribe to it a value of its own. (VFN 160) … suffering is a bad thing, period, and not just for the sufferer. (VFN 161) An Intersubjectivist account of neutral values does not require that suffering be a bad thing in itself and not just for the sufferer. It requires only that suffering be a bad thing for everyone because it is bad for the sufferer. So here Nagel again seems to be an Objective Realist. But on a Realist conception of the badness of pain, surely the pains of animals who cannot think objectively about what they should do must be bad in the same way as the pain of animals who can. If so, there would be reasons and values, even in a world without creatures who can see and respond to them. xvii Finally, when discussing the temptation to think that a maximally objective account of values must be the best one, Nagel remarks:
This idea underlies the fairly common moral assumption that the only real values are impersonal values, and that someone can really have a reason to do something only if there is an agent-neutral reason for it to happen. That is the essence of traditional forms of consequentialism: the only reason for anyone to do anything is that it would be better in itself, considering the world as a whole, if he did it. Evidently Nagel thinks that the position that there are only agent-neutral values commits one to consequentialism. Relatedly, he thinks that agent-neutral values are correctly described as reasons for things to happen, reasons that are concerned with what is "better in itself." This again suggests Objective Realism. Nagel's position, I think, is not fully consistent. On the whole it seems as if he takes himself defending the existence of agent-neutral reasons in an Objective Realist sense, although his project can be understood as an Intersubjectivist one.
It is not necessary to settle the question of how to categorize Nagel's position here. But two points are important to the rest of my argument. does not make it Good-Absolutely, nor need he suppose that it does. The second category, and the most difficult to understand, is the category of "deontological reasons." These are traditional moral restrictions, which forbid performing certain types of actions even when the consequences of doing so are good. According to Nagel, they spring from an agent's special relationship to his own actions. Although it may be best absolutely that someone should lie or break faith or kill another, because of the good consequences that will in this way be produced, it may be better for him not to do so.(VFN 180) The last category is "reasons of obligation" which, Nagel says, "stem from the special obligations we have toward those to whom we are closely related: parents, children, spouses, siblings, fellow members of a community or even a nation."(VFN 165) Because of my special obligation to my own child, for instance, it might be the most important thing in the world to me that my child be successful or happy. I can have this attitude without supposing that my child is objectively any more important than any other child.
In each of these three cases, it appears as if an agent has excellent subjective reasons for doing things which from an objective point of view are either completely worthless or obviously inferior to other things which she might do. Of course there are familiar strategies for dealing with these appearances, many of which have been generated by the utilitarian tradition. It is an ambition to do something good, and it would not be served by people's requiring my book regardless of whether it was good. For now, let us describe this by saying that I think someone should write a book on Kant's ethics good enough that it will be required reading. I think that this would have neutral value.
This doesn't, however, mean that my ambition is just a disinterested response to that neutral value. It is essential not to sanitize the phenomena here, or we shall go wrong. I may be interested in personal adulation, I may really like the idea of my book's being required reading, and I may even harbor competitive feelings towards other engaged in similar projects. I don't just want it to be the case that someone writes the book. I want to be the someone who writes that book. That element in my ambition is ineliminably agent-relative; no one else, except possibly my friends, has a reason to care whether I write the book or someone else does.
So the structure of this ambition is not: i) I want my book to be required reading (where that's an agent-relative end)
ii) therefore: I shall write a good book (as a means to that end) but rather:
i) Someone should write a book on Kant good enough that it will be required reading.
(where that's an agent-neutral end)
ii) I want to be that someone (agent-relative motive)
In other words, to have a personal project or ambition is not to desire a special object which you think is good for you subjectively, but rather to want to stand in a special relationship to something you think is good objectively. Where there is no agent-neutral value anywhere in the structure of the ambition -where the ambition is not an ambition to do something good -we might feel inclined to deny that it provides any kind of a reason, even an agent-relative reason for its agent. This is a plausible way of dealing with my ambition to have my statue on campus. That is just a stupid piece of vanity, and one might well think that such a desire doesn't provide even me with a reason for trying to arrange its satisfaction.
But there is an important objection to the way I have handled these cases. I
have been trading on the claim that a good book on Kant's ethics would be an objectively good thing. You may of course deny that. But even if you accept it, you might point out that not every ambition is in that way an ambition to do or produce something good. Is someone who wants to climb a mountain "because it is there" committed to the view that someone ought to climb this mountain (as if it needed climbing) or perhaps that climbing a mountain an intrinsically valuable action, whose occurrence everyone has a reason to promote? Does someone who wishes to collect stamps or coins or barbed wire, or to excel at bowling or billiards, have to believe that these are activities with an intrinsic value of their own?
Perhaps that does not seem quite right. But neither does it seem right to say that those who pursue such projects are in the grip of unmotivated desires, or view themselves as being so. There are reasons for caring about these things, reasons which are communicable and therefore at least potentially shareable. Ask a mountain climber why she climbs and she need not be mute: she may tell you things about the enlarged vistas, the struggle with the elements, the challenge of overcoming fears or surpassing physical limitations. She takes her desire to climb mountains to be a motivated desire, motivated by recognizably good features of the experience of climbing. She does not take the value of the climb to be conferred on it simply by her desire to do it. Someone who says "I just want to" isn't offering you his reason; he is setting up a bulwark against incomprehension. You may be the problem or he may feel himself inarticulate: many people do. But listen to the articulate talk about their projects and you hear the familiar voice of humanity, not the voice of alien idiosyncrasies.
Or if you don't, perhaps you should. For it is at this point that the difference between Objective Realism and Intersubjectivism becomes important. An Objective
Realist interpretation of the value of climbing mountains, or of collecting stamps or coins or barbed wire, or of excelling at bowling or billiards, is not very tempting.
xxxi Neither, as I think, is an Objective Realist interpretation of the value of a good book on Kant's ethics. These are not intrinsic values, already there in the universe, which we have discovered, but rather are expressions of our own distinctively human capacity to take an interest, and to find something interesting, in whatever we find around us. To share another's ends, or at least to grant that they could be shared, is to see them as expressions of that capacity, and so as expressions of our common humanity. The
Intersubjectivist sees the other as human, and therefore shares or tries to share the other's ends. That is why she helps others to pursue their ambitions. But the Objective Realist sees no reason to help unless he first sees the other's ends as ones that he can share. His relationship to others is mediated by his relationship to their ends. According to the Intersubjectivist this is not only a mistake in moral theory but a moral wrong. We should promote the ends of others not because we recognize the value of those ends, but rather out of respect for the humanity of those who have them.
I am not here concerned to argue, as Nagel is in The Possibility of Altruism, that we are always obliged to promote everyone's ambitions, and that therefore we must find some "combinatorial principles" for weighing up the many reasons they provide. to the very communities which they themselves create.
V. Deontology
Deontological reasons are reasons for an agent to do or avoid certain actions.
They do not spring from the consequences of those actions, but rather from the claims of those with whom we interact to be treated by us in certain ways. One who believes in deontological values believes that no matter how good our ends are, we are not supposed to hurt people, or tell lies, or break promises in their pursuit. Deontological reasons are the source of the traditional moral thou-shalt-nots.
It is important to see why Nagel thinks these reasons must be agent-relative.
Three other accounts of them, which construe them as objective or agent-neutral, may seem more plausible at first glance.
First, we might think that they derive directly from the agent-neutral or objectively valuable interests of the other people involved, the potential victims of wrongdoing. We might think that the reason not to hurt people is that it is objectively bad for them to be hurt, or that the reason not to lie to people is that it is objectively good for them to know the truth, or that the reason not to break promises springs from the objective badness of disappointed expectations. In short, we might think that wrong-doing is bad because of the specific harm that it does to the victim.
The second account of deontological values is modeled on one utilitarian account of them. John Stuart Mill argued that deontological principles are a kind of inductive generalization from particular utility calculations.
xxxiii
We apply the principle of utility directly in a large number of individual cases, and discover that, almost always, telling lies or breaking promises does more harm than good. Usually, this will be for the kind of reason mentioned in the first account -say, that pain, ignorance, or disappointment is bad -together with certain more long-range considerations, such as the bad effects of setting an example or making a habit of doing such actions.
xxxiv The actions are bad because of the general harm which they do.
Third, we might think that the actions forbidden by deontological reasons are simply bad in themselves, objectively so; not (just) because of the harm that they do but because of a specific form of badness, namely wrongness. Despite his doubts, Nagel gives an account of why they exist.
In cases where a deontological restriction is at issue, doing the action puts you into a direct relationship with another human being -your "victim" as Nagel puts it. In performing the action, you will have to aim directly at evil for your victim, even if your larger purpose is good. Nozick, in his remarks on the apparent paradox of deontology, puts the point in more Kantian language. In violating a deontological requirement, you will have to treat your victim as a mere means. may still take the rifle from Pedro's hands and say "You cannot ask me to kill to save you, and yet I will" and pick an Indian to shoot. This is a different kind of decision to kill than the earlier one, for it involves a refusal to share the Indians' moral universe; from the perspective of the Indians who live, it has a slight taint of paternalism.
Surprisingly, the fact that you are treating someone as a mere means operates even in the peculiar cases of breaking a promise so that other people will keep theirs, or telling a lie so that others will tell the truth. You can see this by imaging the kind of case in which you could be faced with such a decision. If I tell the truth, I predict, three of you will tell lies that you should not tell. On what basis could I make this prediction? Perhaps I think that if I tell the truth I will reveal information which will show you that it is in your interest to lie, and I also think that you are unscrupulous people who will lie if it is in your interest. Or perhaps I believe that the truth will confuse you, and that you will tell the lies as a result of the muddle. Or perhaps I think you have a wrongheaded moral system, and knowing this particular truth will make you wrongly conclude that you ought to lie. However it goes, if I tell a lie in order to get you to tell the truth, I am treating you as somehow inferior creatures whose tendency to go wrong must be controlled by my superior wisdom. Since this is a way of being treated to which you could not possibly consent, I am treating you as a mere means. Here I am not necessarily aiming at anything evil for you: I may be paternalistic, protecting you from going wrong. This shows, I think, that Nagel is mistaken when he emphasizes that you are aiming at your victim's evil. The problem is that you are treating your victim as a mere means. But suppose that with this revision we accept Nagel's account. It is the particular badness of treating someone as a means that explains deontological reasons. It is the horribleness of looking right into a pair of human eyes, while treating their owner like an piece of furniture or a tool. And yet by violating the restriction you may be doing what is best. So the badness of violating it is a badness that is for you. The reason is agent-relative. Now this doesn't seem right at all. Surely when you violate a deontological restriction, it is bad for your victim as well as for you. Your victim may surely object to being treated as a mere means, even when he understands the larger good which is thereby produced. And his objection is not only to being harmed; it is to being used.
Nagel believes that his theory can accommodate the victim's right to complain. He says:
The deontological constraint permits a victim always to object to those who aim at his harm, and this relation has the same special character of normative magnification when seen from the personal perspective of the victim that it has when seen from the personal perspective of the agent. But now we have arrived at a picture of neutral or objective value that is different from the one Nagel had intended to give us. According to this account all neutral reasons for action arise from a category which Nagel had thought of as a source of relative reasons -the category of personal relationships. But this is no special category: forall human interaction is personal. It is because or to the extent that we regard one another as persons that we acknowledge the force of deontological reasons. As persons, others demand that we treat them in ways to which they can consent; as persons, we find we must respond to that demand. But we also express our respect for one another's humanity by sharing in each other's ends. As persons,
we have a claim on one another's help when it can readily be given or is desperately needed. It is the status of humanity, as the source of normative claims, that is the source of all value. The argument, in other words, has brought us back to Kant.
VI. Postscript
Let me conclude by going back to the thoughts with which I began. ends. This is close to the Kantian position I want to defend, but it is a misleading way to put it. It makes the value of persons a metaphysical reality, perhaps in need of a metaphysical defense; and to some minds, it will suggest that people are a good thing, and therefore that many people are better than a few. I do not believe these things.
Ask yourself, what is a reason? It is not just a consideration on which you in fact act, but one on which you are supposed to act; it is not just a motive, but rather a normative claim, exerting authority over other people and yourself at other times. To say that you have a reason is to say something relational, something which implies the existence of another, at least another self. It announces that you have a claim on that other, or acknowledges her claim on you. For normative claims are not the claims of a metaphysical world of values upon us: they are claims we make on ourselves and each other. It is both the essence of consequentialism and the trouble with it that it treats The Good, rather than people, as the source of normative claims.
The acknowledgement that another is a person is not exactly a reason to treat him in a certain way, but rather something that stands behind the very possibility of reasons. I cannot treat my own impulses to act as reasons, rather than mere occurrent impulses, without acknowledging that I at least exist at other times. share with others a certain priority, and that is the focus of this paper.
Duties to the self do not get an adequate treatment here.
v In this paper, references to Nagel's works will be inserted into the vi In The Possibility of Altruism, Nagel uses the terms "subjective" and "objective." But these terms are awkward because they are used in so many different ways. "Subjective" may be used in a metaphysical sense, to refer to how things are for someone, assuming that things might be different for others. Or it may be used in an epistemological sense, to refer to how things seem to someone, assuming that things might in fact be different than they seem. To avoid confusion, notice that in this sense the subjective need not be personal or individual.
Something could seem the same way to every human being and not be how it is from some more objective point of view. A mirage, although seen by everybody, is in this sense a subjective illusion; more controversially, one might say that colors are a feature of the subjective experience of creatures with color vision. In The Possibility of Altruism, Nagel uses "subjective" in a metaphysical sense: a subjective value is one that is Good-For some individual. In The View vii James Dreier has pointed out to me that in styling my project an attack on the distinction between relative/subjective and neutral/objective I might give the impression that I think this logical distinction is not exhaustive, which it obviously is. My quarrel, as will emerge, is really with Nagel's account of the source of these reasons, which suggests that values and reasons either originate from personal, idiosyncratic desires or metaphysical realities of some kind. I thank Dreier for the point.
viii More accurately, Nagel's view is that if I do not I will suffer from dissociation between the personal and impersonal views I can take of myself.(PA Chapter XI)
ix Or, as one might put it, that every person, being equally real, is a source of value. But Nagel does not put it that way: he moves, as we shall see, from a focus on the (equal) reality of people to a focus on the reality of their reasons. In one sense, I believe his mistake lies here, and that he would have arrived at a more Kantian and, as I think, more correct position if he had not made this move.
x See especially G.E. Moore, "The Conception of Intrinsic Value" in Philosophical Studies (Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1922 comes from the consideration that everything that is good or bad is good or bad for somebody, and that values can be added within individual lives. I shall also assume that the view that everything that is good or bad is good or bad for someone is most naturally associated with some form of intersubjectivism.
xvi Sometimes, Nagel seems to imply that all it amounts to for a reason to be "really there" is that it can be assimilated to the objective standpoint without contradiction or incoherence. This unites the practical and the epistemological projects described in the text, and the result would be an xxxvii This is a familiar move: when reminded that a person is likely to experience a negative moral emotion such as guilt, regret, hesitation, or squeamishness about doing something which according to our theory is right, the philosopher points out that the action in question is usually wrong and that it is therefore healthy to be equipped with some reactions which will make it hard for us to do it or will make us think twice before doing it. The assumption seems to be that our emotions are clunkier, more mechanical, less sensitive to the details of a situation, and altogether less refined than our thoughts. This view seems to be a byproduct of the modern conception of the The point here is that having decent relationships with people is not the same as bringing them about, and to some extent is inconsistent with regarding them as things to be brought about. And my suggestion in this paper is that having decent human relationships, not bringing them about, is the primary concern of morality. 
